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Oral History Summary: Joseph Kolek, 1984 
Interview Conducted in Poland with simultaneous translation. Audio only 

Part 1 of 3 

Note: Tape 1 appears to begin with interview in progress. No biographical information is heard. 

Begins with a story of an unspecified number of people, including Kolek, trying to evade capture 
by the Nazis, apparently after escaping from Majdanek. Hiding behind bushes near a railway 
station, Kolek overhears several people speaking in Polish. Kolek describes: 

Having only one change of clothing; attempting to find distant relatives; asking about the 
whereabouts of Germans (presumably to avoid them); eating snow and trying to walk; 
struggling to climb over a fence; obtaining shelter; finding partisans, who didn’t believe Kolek 
could have escaped from Majdanek until it was confirmed after about two weeks; joining the 
partisans and attacking Germans; encountering Russian soldiers, who seized the partisans’ 
weapons. 

Kolek describes Majdanek: A branch of Majdanek consisted of two parts, one of workshops and 
the second barracks for living; security such as electrified wire being similar to the main camp; 
more attention being paid to work and less to beating the inmates; learning that the Jews who 
preceded them had been murdered; a group of Jews trying to dig an escape tunnel from an 
uninhabited cellar in the barracks but being caught just before the tunnel was finished; those 
not executed being ordered to fill in the tunnel; those digging the tunnel working in shifts after 
curfew; the work occurring in March (year not specified); [shows the events on a map]; 
discovering that the tunnel had taken a wrong turn; Kolek escaping from the camp and places 
they tried to hide; 

Part 2 of 3 

Kolek presents a book of songs from the occupation; describes being assigned to work for the 
post office as a mail deliverer [date not specified, apparently prior to 1943]; mail including 
letters addressed to the Gestapo; at night, Kolek continuing to work with the resistance; whole 
villages in the Lublin region being transported to concentration camps; Nazis failing to 
depopulate the entire region due to resistance activities; [Asked if resistance operations were 
undertaken against the camps] “Only small ones.”; Kolek’s mother being arrested and sent to “a 
small place”; Kolek being arrested the first time and imprisoned in Lublin Castle; being 
interrogated repeatedly, and beaten and threatened; protesting lack of food; being taken to the 
Majdanek main gate; transports from other camps that could not keep up with exterminations 
arriving at Majdanek for the exterminations to be carried out there; prisoners being taken in 
groups of about 100 to “baths” and separated from the main group to disguise what was 
happening to them; physically fit prisoners being assigned to work, and being tattooed and 
given triangle identifiers; describes hierarchies among camp overseers and prisoners; those 
who killed most prisoners being rewarded and those who killed fewer being punished; Red 
Cross inspectors coming to Majdanek in October 1943 but not given access to prisoners. 
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Part 3 of 3 

Kolek describes camp routine, including work hours, roll call, curfews, and unheated barracks; 
the only improvement after the Red Cross inspection being cleaner latrines; having lice; 18,000 
Jews being executed in one day. [Note: Interview ends abruptly.] 
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